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Steel Frame Assembly 

The Alpha Steel Frame is adaptable as vertical or horizontal bed.

 Note: A leg connector rod extension bar is required for a horizontal bed.

Hardware Card #3 is used for Steel Frame Assembly

1. FRAME ASSEMBLY -  Using the 4 small corner brackets and 14 of the M6x12mm
bolts and M6 Nylock Nuts completely assemble the Steel Bed Frame by joining the
4 rails together.

2. LEG STOP - Using the 2 x M6x32mm bolts plus M6 Nylock Nut along with the 2 x
1/2” x 3/4” Round Black Cylinders to create the Leg Stop. Place these 2 bolts at
outer right and left bottom holes at the foot of the bed frame. Drawing 6 page 16

Stiffener bars are shown in Drawing 5 for reference only. 
Stiffener Bars are not used until Attaching Face/Base instruction step.

There are three steel stiffeners provided for all beds with the exception of the King 
frame (5 stiffener bars for the King bed). These notched stiffeners will be attached to 
divide the Bed Face/Base length into four equal sections.

Vertical Frame Assembly

Horizontal Frame Assembly



Attaching Steel Frame to Bed Face/Base 

1. Place the Bed Face/Base Panels down on a non-scratch surface such as a carpet or
blanket. To create an equal gap between the door panels, use a small washer or 5c piece.
Position one near the top and one near the bottom of the Face/Base panels. Ensure you
remove these once you have secured the steel frame in place.

2. Lay the Steel Bed Frame on the Bed Face/Base panels ensuring the Steel Bed Frame flush
with what will be the bed head end of the Face/Base (pillow end). Ensure the Steel Bed
Frame is centered on the Bed Face/Base Panels; you will have approximately 25mm space
from the Steel Bed Frame to the right and left edges of the Face/Base panels. drawing 7

3. Once you have checked the measurements and the frame is still square, attach two screws
to each side of all four corners. To ensure the Steel Bed Frame remains square, start fixing
the frame to the Face/Base panel in each corner first at the head of the frame and then
followed by middle on both sides of the steel frame. Remove the two washers / spacers then
continue to fix in all the Steel Bed Frame screws.
Note: It is very important to have the Steel Frame centered on the Face/Base panels. Any
error will be noticed in the vertical sight lines and may interfere with the operation of the
Face/Base.

4. Space the Stiffener Bars over the Face/Base panels. These notched stiffeners should be
located and attached to divide the Steel Bed Frame length into four equal sections. Use
caution not to damage Bed Face/Base panels by putting screws in too far into the recessed
areas.

For all horizontal beds you will need to reinforce the vertical seam where the Face/Base panels 
meet. Place one of the supplied stiffener bars close to the seam, then place the additional wood 
(not supplied) stiffener over the vertical seam. See drawing 8 place the remaining steel stiffener 
bars equally in the remaining space.

Attaching the Nylon Mattress Strap - Use one of the existing Steel Frame Screw Locations. 
At approximately 457mm from the foot of the bed, remove a screw that fixes the steel frame
to the Base/Face panel. Then using the removed screw and a washer supplied in card#5 re-attach 
the screw through the strap back into the Face/Base panel.
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Important: If 16mm board is being used for the Base/Face panels it is recommended that 
you replace the Steel Frame Fixing supplied in hardware card #7 with 10g 1/2" dome head 
screws (not supplied). It is also recommended that you pre-drill the holes for all the steel 
frame fixing screws.
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Setting the Spring Lift Mechanism 
 WallBeds Australia recommends eye protection is worn whilst setting the Spring Lift 

Mechanism

1. Place the PVC tube supplied over the Spring Lift Arm. Placing one foot against the
bottom front edge of the Side/End panel of the wall bed. Lever the tension arm
downwards until you can set the silver arm lock to the round lock tube (hole A) see
drawing 9. This is the position of the top cone bolt that was used to attach the Spring Lift
mechanism. This may also require the assistance of a helper to achieve this step.

Caution: Do not reach behind the tension arm when you are setting the Tension Arm.

Tip: A longer pipe or similar could be used providing it is not fragile and of similar or 
stronger construction. This will allow for extra leverage when engaging the Tension Arm. 

Round Lock Tube (Hole “A”) 



Installing the Face/Base Panel onto the Spring Lift 
Hardware from Card #2 in the SBLM carton is used in these steps. 

1. On the Steel Frame insert two 5/16” x 3/4” Hex Head Bolts from the outside through Hole #3
see drawing 10a  put the 5/16” Nylock nuts on these bolts only until the nut is flush with the
bolt end. DO NOT TIGHTEN AT THIS STEP.

2. Insert the two Round Allen Head Bolts from the outside of the Frame through Hole #1
see drawing 10a  use 5/16” Nylock nuts and securely tighten.

3. Stand the Face/Base panel to a vertical position between the tension arms. Lift and tilt back
evenly until the two hex head bolts in Hole #3 on either side of the Steel Frame drop into the
notched end of Tension Arm (see drawing 10 page 19). NOTE: When installing the Face/Base
panel the bottom edge of the Face/Base panel must be placed OVER and BEHIND the kick
panel.

4. Once the Bolts in Hole #3 are completely seated in the bottom of the notch in both of the Tension
Arms. Lower the Face/Base until the Allen Head Bolts are seated into the lower notch see
drawing 9  Important: Do not twist the Face/Base panel as it is being lowered as the Round
Allen bolts will come unseated. If this occurs then you will need to lift the Face/Base back up and
re lower back into position.

5. Gently lower the Face/Base downwards to insert the 2 remaining 5/16” x 3/4” Head Bolts in Hole
#2 on both sides drawing 10  You may need to tilt the panel downward to approximately 45
degrees to reveal the bolt holes. This will also release the Arm Locks, you will hear a click as they
disengage.

6. Hold the Face/Base panel securely and tighten the 4 x bolts in Holes #2 and #3.

7. Once all 4 Nylock nuts have been tightened gently close the Face/Base panel.  Do Not let it slam
shut as the bed cabinet may have moved out of square whilst loading the Face/Base panel and
the leg may strike on a top edge of an end panel on the wall bed unit.**

IMPORTANT - The Face/Base will NOT stay in the open or the down position until the 
mattress has been loaded onto the Face/Base panel, the weight of the mattress is needed to 
counter balance the Spring Lift Mechanism. 

**If the Face/Base panel is hitting the top on one side of the wall bed End Panel when closing, the 
wall bed may be now out of square. To fix this, nudge the bottom of the End Panel that the door is 
hitting on towards the opposite side. You will then see the gap of the Face/Base open and no longer 
strike the End Panel.

Tip: Once the door panel no longer strikes on the End Panel and the gap on either outer edge of the 
Face/Base panel is even. You can also secure the Lower Back Panel (D) to the wall studs, this will 
prevent any further cabinet movement. 
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Install Handles, Legs, Spring Lift Mechanism Covers & 
Mattress 

Hardware Card #4 is used for this step

1. Install legs with the nylon washers on the inside and outside of the steel rails. See drawing 11
2. Tighten the nylon nut to have a small amount of friction when leg assembly is rotated from

the up to down position.
3. Install leg connector rod between legs and secure with 1/4” x 1 1/4” Hex head bolts and star

washers see drawing 13 Be sure they are securely tightened so not to become loose. If they
are too loose then the legs will twist as you open and close the legs.

4. Position and secure the handle for ease of operation at your preferred height.
5. Attach the powder coated spring mechanism covers in place SBLM Carton.- Secure these

with #8 x 1 1/4” black wood screws through the hole in each of the cover plates hardware
Card #2  These screws will fix into the timber side panels of the bed.

6. Install mattress and secure with previously installed mattress strap.
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Assembly Images
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